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Dynamic and Mobile GIS: Investigating Changes in Space and Time (Innovations in Gis)CRC Press, 2006
Like Stan Openshaw (1998) in the foreword to the ‘Innovations in GIS 5’, I have never been asked to write a foreword before, and also like him I am concerned that after you read this one (and who reads forewords anyway?) I may never be invited again. But, as readers of this foreword will be probably be sparse and perhaps limited to the...
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A+ Complete Study GuideSybex, 2001
Here’s the book you need to prepare for the latest versions of CompTIA’s A+ Exams. This Deluxe Edition of Sybex’s Best Selling A+ Study Guide provides:
	Full coverage of every exam objective    
	Practical information on network hardware    
	Hundreds of...
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Wireless SecurityMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Get full details on major mobile/wireless clients and operating systems-including Windows CE, Palm OS, UNIX, and Windows. You'll learn how to design and implement a solid security system to protect your wireless network and keep hackers out. Endorsed by RSA Security - the most trusted name in e-security - this is your one-stop guide to wireless...
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From Patient Data to Medical Knowledge: The Principles and Practice of Health InformaticsBMJ Books, 2006
How can you make the best use of patient data to improve health outcomes? More and more information about patients’ health is stored on increasingly interconnected computer systems. But is it shared in ways that help clinicians care for patients? Could it be better used as a resource for researchers?


This book is aimed at all...
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Fiber Optic Cabling, Second EditionNewnes, 2001
Essential reading for anyone involved in fiber optic cable applications, from installation engineers to IT professionals.

Fiber Optic Cabling is a practical guide to all aspects of designing, specifying and installing systems for LANs and other data communications applications.  The second edition has been completely revised and updated...
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Advanced Functional Programming: 6th International School, AFP 2008, Heijen, The Netherlands, May 19-24, 2008, Revised LecturesSpringer, 2009
This tutorial book presents seven carefully revised lectures given at the 6th International School on Functional Programming, AFP 2008, in Heijen, The Netherlands in May 2008.

The book presents the following seven, carefully cross-reviewed chapters, written by leading authorities in the field: Self-adjusting: Computation with Delta ML,...
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Applying Design for Six Sigma to Software and Hardware SystemsPrentice Hall, 2009

	The Practical, Example-Rich Guide to Building Better Systems, Software, and Hardware with DFSS

	

	Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) offers engineers powerful opportunities to develop more successful systems, software, hardware, and processes. In Applying Design for Six Sigma to Software and Hardware Systems, two...
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DB2 pureXML Cookbook: Master the Power of the IBM Hybrid Data ServerIBM Press, 2009

	Hands-On Solutions and Best Practices for Developing and Managing XML Database Applications with DB2


	 


	More and more database developers and DBAs are being asked to develop applications and manage databases that involve XML data. Many are utilizing...
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The Unwritten Rules of the Highly Effective Job Search: The Proven Program Used by the World’s Leading Career Services CompanyMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	The Proven Program Used by 600,000 Job Hunters!


	You put hours and hours of hard work into your job search and the companies you've contacted never call. It's a story all too common in the fast-paced, highly competitive world of job hunting. Nothing is more discouraging than sending one resumé after another...
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Learning Perforce SCMPackt Publishing, 2013

	A comprehensive guide to the world's leading enterprise configuration management system


	Overview

	
		Master the use of P4V - the Perforce Visual Client
	
		Get into the Perforce mindset for seamless use in your daily work
	
		Grasp key concepts and learn how to apply them for proper...
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Mondrian in Action: Open source business analyticsManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Mondrian in Action teaches business users and developers how to use Mondrian and related tools for strategic business analysis. You'll learn how to design and populate a data warehouse and present the data via a multidimensional model. You'll follow examples showing how to create a Mondrian...
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Deployment of Microsoft Azure Cloud Solutions: A complete guide to cloud development using Microsoft AzurePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master all the important and tough decision-making aspects involved in architecting an Azure public cloud for your organization. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Deploy Azure Active Directory and implement synchronization
	
			Manage storage solutions with Azure network services
	...
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